
     

‘God’s word is a lamp to guide my feet and a light for our path.’  Inspired by Psalm 119.105 

 

NEWSLETTER 20-June 2020 
Dear Parents, 
 
It feels strange to think that we are now in our final half term of the year, when so many children and families still 
do not have access to school. However, we are still working “behind the scenes” looking toward the new academic 
year! 
Teachers are currently writing reports. These will be slightly different this year and will not be able to show the 
progress throughout the year due to no assessments for the summer term. These will be out before the end of term, 
and with the staffing update. 
 
We will be looking at changes to the way the children return to school in September, but will keep you informed, 
depending on the government updates, if nothing else! 
 
The wider opening of school 
I am extremely pleased as to how this have panned out. I will not deny that a lot of work and thought went in to 
the organisation of it all, but it has paid off. I have to say that the children have surprised us all, about how resilient 
they are-sometimes I do not think we give them enough credit of well they adapt to circumstances. However, I am 

sure this is also down to us all making sure the children are aware of how things will work. THANK YOU ALL 😊 

It was also great to see how everyone kept to the guidelines, set by us, which meant very quickly we could reduce 
the timings of entering and exiting the premises-especially after some of the comments I have heard about other 
schools. 
I would also like to thank the staff for what they are doing-it is not easy having expectations being changed on a 
quick turnaround and not having much time to prepare for things. They have been ABSOLUTE STARS and I cannot 

thank them enough. I am feeling extremely proud of everyone at this time: staff, parents and children.😊 

 
Zoom Worship 

Mr Dickson and Mrs Olajide trialled a zoom worship for years 4, 5 & 6, and were very impressed with the number of 
children who participated, so much so that we are organising a whole school zoom for tomorrow (Tuesday 9th June), 

please do join us if you can, it will be lovely to see as many families as we can-at once 😊 (we are missing you). 

 
Stars of the week 
 

Week ending: 05/6/2020  

  Child:  Reason  

R  LB  For consistently persevering with all his work and making amazing progress   

1  SH  For positive attitude towards learning and attending school.  

2  EO   For great efforts and perseverance in all areas of learning.  

3  ER   For teamwork and learning new skills.  

4  KB  For consistent hard work and effort everyday!  

5  MR  For working hard in her presentation of her life. She was able to build and display this 
using lego. Great job Molly!  

6  AW  For working hard in all areas – independently and making progress!  
 
Thank you, all, for your continued support 
 
 

Yours sincerely 

 
 

PS… Be thankful for every new challenge. Each will give you more strength, wisdom and character. Kristea Buzer 

 


